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Abstract: This paper introduces on electronic voting scheme, that have security context or known as e-trusted voting
scheme. In this study, the prototype builds based on secured and trusted framework for electronic voting In this
paper a new electronic voting scheme is described which guarantees coercion- resistance as well as privacy,
eligibility, unreusability and verifiability. . In order to test whether the system had been fully functioning and
meets the user's requirement, we have to apply the system to a sample of 20 persons and finally the prototype occur the
objective and give us a general prototype system that provides security and trusted electronic voting.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The research on electronic voting is a very important topic for the progress of democracy. If a secure and
convenient electronic voting system is provided, it will be used more frequently to collect people’s opinion for
many kind of political and social decisions through cyber space. Traditional paper-based voting can be time
consuming and inconvenient. Electronic vot i ng not only accelerates the whole process, but makes it less expensive and
more comfortable for the voters and the authorities as well. It also reduces the chances of the errors. Electronic
vo t i n g schemes should provide all basic features that conventional voting does, further should furnish more services
in order to make the process more trusted and secure. Formerly when elections were made traditionally, organizers
determine who is eligible to vote. This may involve a formal registration period or an announcement that anyone who is a
member of a certain group as of a certain time may vote. This way could involve asking voters for identification cards or
passwords. Generally, this procedure also involves keeping track of who has already voted so that eligible voters may vote
only once. Moreover, the traditional way of voting generates mores constraints; election fraud could be prevented b y u s i n g
p h y s i c a l s e c u r i t y m e a s u r e s , audit trails, and observers representing of all parties involved. But the prevention of
election fraud was very difficult. Contrarily to the traditional way of voting, electronic voting is essential because it considers
ways in which the polling tasks can be performed electronically without sacrificing voter privacy or introducing
opportunities for fraud. In order to determine whether a system performs these tasks well, it is useful to develop a set of
criteria for evaluating system performance. The criteria to be developed are such as accuracy, democracy, convenience,
flexibility, privacy, verifiability and mobility. The aim of this paper is to develop a general prototype system that provides
security and trusted electronic voting system.
A. Primary Features
In order to be functional in practice, an electronic voting scheme has to satisfy not only all the standard features
of the conventional paper-based voting methods, but also should provide more efficient voting services. E-voting
comparing t o the traditional election allows adversaries t o intrude the voting process in an easier way, even if there i s
a small security gap in the design.
Eligibility: Only eligible voters can cast votes.
Privacy: All votes remain secret. No coalition of participants not containing t h e voter himself can gain any
information about t h e voter’s vote.
Unreusability: Every eligible voter can cast only one vote.
Fairness: No participants can gain any knowledge about the partial tally before the counting stage. Knowledge of
any intermediate result about t he election can influence the voters.
Robustness: No voter can disrupt the election, any invalid vote will be detected and not counted in the final
tally.
Individual verifiability: Each eligible voter should be able to verify that his vote was com- mitted as intended and
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made into the final tally as cast.
Universal verifiability: Any participant or passive observer can check that the election is fair, the final result is
exactly the sum of the votes.
Receipt freeness Uncoercibility: The v o t e r c a n n o t
reveal hi s ballot t o any adversary. Before the election
someone can bribe the voter with a demand of casting his favorite vote. Receipt- freeness avoids vote-buying.
Uncoercibility means that a voter cannot be forced into casting a particular vote by an adversary. During the election a
coercer can observe the public information the communication between the voter and the authorities and can even
order the voter how he should behave during the voting process with generating him the random bits.
Randomization attack: An attacker coerces a voter to submit randomly formed ballot. In this attack it is not
possible to learn what candidate the voter cast a ballot for. The effect of this attack is to cancel the voter’s vote with
large probability.
Forced-abstention attack: An attacker forces a voter t o abstain from voting. This attack happens if an adversary is
able to follow who is eligible for voting and who has already v o t e d . Being aware of this knowledge he threatens voters
and effectively excludes them from the voting process.
Simulation attack: In this attack an adversary coerces or bribes the voter to reveal his private keying material and
then pretends to be the voter and casts his own favorite vote.
A scheme is called coercion-resistant if it offers not only receipt-freeness, but also defense against randomization,
forced-abstention and simulation attacks.
B. The Voting Scheme
The proposed election procedure consists of three distinctive stages:
1) Authorizing, Voting and Tallying: During the Authorizing stage the voter authenticates himself and receives his
credentials, the Voting Authority gets the voter roll containing the corresponding public keys and all system
parameters are generated.
During the Voting stage voters create their ballots. Voting Authority checks eligibility of the voters a n d if they have
already voted be f or e . Voters receive their encrypted ballots signed by the Voting Authority, if a fraud is detected
the voter makes a claim. At the end voters pass the corresponding decrypting keys of the encrypted ballots to the
Registry. Ballots and bulletin board information are passed through an anonymous c h a n n el .
During the Tallying stage the Voting Authority sends encrypted ballots to the Registry. The ballots are being
decrypted and the final results with the votes are listed on the bulletin board. Voters confirm that their ballots are
on the bulletin board. If his ballot is not listed correctly, he makes a claim.
C. Consequences
1) Media effects of the voting technology: We will offer different voting/polling media, in order to be able to investigate the
effect of media on participation and articulation of opinion. In the three ‘real communities’, the voting will be done by dividing
the population into three groups all using a different medium: traditional paper based voting; electronic voting in various special
voting kiosks and online voting from home. In the two virtual communities, the online voting from home or work is one of the
two modalities; the second is on-line voting from the. This variety of used media enables us to investigate whether the medium
influences participation and the opinion of the voter, as theories of social identity suggest.
2) Learning effects: The fact that someone is confronted with e-voting technology for the first time may influence the
willingness to use it, the attitude (trust, fear for monitoring behavior), and the effect on social identity. As we have three ballots
over a period of 4 months in the various test sites, and of course some change in group of people participating, we are able to
investigate the effects of learning and experience on the use and effects of the e-voting system.
D. Security Analysis
The prop osed e-voting sch eme is secure, i . e . it satisfies eligibility, privacy, un- reusability, fairness, robustness,
individual and universal verifiability and coercion-resistance.
Proof: Eligibility: During the Authorizing stage a voter is registered on l y after identifying h i m- self. Only eligible
voters receive credential material. Voting Authority ensures eligibility before accepting t h e ball ot b y running
f u n c t i o n i f eligible. The Voting Authorit y cannot i m p e r s o n a t e an eligible voter with out the official credential
issued by the Registry. Therefore, t h e proposed scheme satisfies eligibility.
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Unreusability: Each voter possesses different secret key. If a voter tries to vote with the same credential again the
Voting Authority detects it since all the necessary values are stored. Since he cannot generate any other voter’s
credential, every eligible voter can cast a vote only once.
Fairness: Only in the Tallying stage votes are decrypted, and final results are posted, thus during the voting phase
no one has information about any intermediate results.
Robustness: Invalid vot es cast by malicious voters are detected i n the Tall ying st age, aft er decrypting ballot. No
coalition of voters can disrupt the election.
Randomization attack: The r a n d o m i z a t i o n attack is prevented, since adversary cannot coerce a voter to cast a
different, randomly f o r m e d , invalid vote. The adversary cannot ve r i f y if the coerced voter has cast the prescribed
vote or not.
Simulation attack: Even if a voter provides his private ke yi n g material (VI D , SKV ) after the Authorizing stage
and before the Voting stage, he cannot be coerced by an adversary. An attacker is not able to verify the correctness o f
the received private ke yi n g material.
The p r o p o s e d s c h e m e sat isfi es receipt-freeness and p r o t e c t s against randomization, f o r c e d - abstention and
simulation at t a c k; therefore it is coercion-resistant.
II.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed s y s t e m fulfills requirements for electronic election schemes, such as eligibility, privacy, unreusability,
fairness, robustness, individual and global verifiability and coercion-resistance. It is offered to employ it in a smallscale practical environment (e.g. companies), where the authorities participating do not collude and the voting
authority do not collaborate with voters.
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